Understanding the hydrodynamic mechanisms in millimeter size shaped charges and smaller, is important for defencerelated applications but also for material processing, remote sensing and potential biological applications. Our current focus is to perform a high-fidelity computational study to investigate micro-shaped charge jet formation and penetration depth. We seek to develop an understanding of the limits of our current ability to predict the formation and penetration characteristics of micro-shaped charges by simulation. used as the computational framework. Results obtained for a series of multi-material computations using very small charges and cones will be discussed. The typical thickness of the metal liner is 0.0254 cm (0.01 in) at a stand-off distance of approximately 2.6 Liner Diameters. A complimentary experiment was performed with a very small shaped charge based on a detonator, to generate a representative realization for a simple baseline computational validation/comparison. Various Equation of State (EOS) models have been invoked including JWL, Mie-Gruneisen and -law gas with a programmed burn capability. It was found from the experimental data that the penetration depth corresponds to 3.3 Liner Diameter.
Introduction
A shaped charge can be described as a shaped cavity filled with a high explosive (HE), with a detonator on one end and usually a metal liner on the other end. According to Kennedy, [1] , Von Foerster is credited with the discovery of the first hollow charge effect in 1883; and in 1888 Munroe was the first to use a lined, cavity shaped charge in the modern sense. Many improvements of the basic device were precipitated by the need of mining and warfare in the early 20 th century to the present day. Because of the unique penetration and energy focusing capabilities of the shaped charge, research continues to optimize different parameters of the experiments such as liner material and thickness, HE, standoff distance, and geometry. The purpose of this paper is to explore the realizable limiting requirements for a micro-shaped charge jetting, and to define relevant issues that must be mastered in order to enable predictive design. The interest and challenge is to study the limits of micro-sized explosive devices whose physical dimensions are extremely small by the standards of conventional, and reasonable well-understood macroscopic shaped charge design.
The approach we took was to start with a very small commercially available device, an Teledyne (previously Reynolds Industries Systems Incorporated, RISI) RP-1 shaped charge exploding bridgewire (EBW) detonator, to carry out a welldefined, base-line experiment that measures both the jet tip velocity and jet penetration properties, and perform a parallel simulation of the same shaped charge jet with a state-of-the-art multiphysics hydrodynamics code, ALE3D [3] . In this way we could make a direct and unambiguous comparison of experimental and simulated results. While such comparisons do not always results in perfect agreement (and that is the case found in this paper) there are facets of the comparison that are in agreement and others that are not. Scientifically motivated comparisons identify important issues that lead directly to potential improvements and point toward the limitations of the physics and engineering models. One needs to identify weaknesses, both in the experimental designs and possible deficiencies in models and sub-models to use in the predictive simulation tools that are needed to build extremely small devices of this type.
Recently, Scheffler et al. [8] have performed a combined experimental and numerical study to characterize the jets for three RISI EBW detonators, including the RP-1 and RP--4 EBW Self-Forging Fragment (SFF). The experiments provided the jet tip speeds and shapes; while hydrodynamic simulations using CTH [9] have been undertaken using a 2D axisymmetric configuration. The jet tip velocities for the three EBW detonators were measured to be in the range of 0.265 cm/ sec and 0.531 cm/ sec ± 0.0036-The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the details of the micro-sized shaped charges. Section 3 presents the experimental data; while the computational results are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 provides a summary discussion.
Details of the RP-1 Shaped-Charge
Early in our efforts the engineering staff at RISI was kind enough to provide some specific properties of their commercially available RP-1 shape charge detonator, so we could attempt to carry out an accurate simulation [2] . Figure 1 shows a sketch of the RP-1 assembly that was used in the experiments and imported into a computational configuration for ALE3D simulations. For the simulation described in this paper, the dimension of the RP-1, were set as follows: The brass sleeve tube was taken to be 2.096cm (0.825 inches)
1.) long with an inner diameter of 0.767cm (0.302 inches) 0.127cm (0.05 inches); hence its oute . The plastic header at the back of the RP-1 was taken to a right circular cylinder with height of 1.27cm (0.5 inches) and with a radius that was the same as the inner radius of the brass sleeve (i.e phr = cfr mark on Fig. 1 .) so it fits inside tightly. The copper cup cone angle was at 30 degrees relative to the RP-1 axis, with a spherical shell cap with radius of 0.127cm (0.05 inches) and a thickness of 0.0254 cm (0.01inches). The liner was fit to the inside of the brass sleeve with a 0.0762cm (0.03inch) indent from the top of the brass sleeve. The exterior of the cup of course is hollow, but the HE cavity between the cup and the plastic header interior to the brass sleeve is filled with lo PETN. The length of the HE cavity was determined by the specified mass of HE according to RP-1 production specifications. The model for low density g/cm The baseline experiment used a RISI RP-1 shaped-charge EBW detonator, that was located at a Standoff (SO) distance of 2 cm from an aluminum target plate; this corresponds to 2.6 Liner Diameters or 2 Charge Diameter. Since the wall thickness of the shaped-charge is 33% of the copper liner diameter, we will be use the LD as the defining length scale for this micro-sized shaped charge, rather than the typical definition based on CD. Further, the RP-1 was centered above a 12.7 cm (5-inch) diameter and 15.24 cm (6 inch) height, 6061-T6 aluminum right circular cylinder, as shown by the left inset of Figure 2 . The right inset of Figure 2 shows an expanded view of the RP-1 charge. The basic configuration of the RP-1 is that of a detonator that has a low density (PETN initial density) detonator charge pressed behind a machined copper liner. Jet tip velocity is measured by monitoring the decay in the transmitted intensity versus time traces of two parallel laser sheets focused at the jet axis, as shown in Figure 3 . The jet tip velocity measured just before entering the aluminum block . It should be noted that Sheffler et al. [8] have performed three shots for the RP-1 SC EBW and found that its jet tip velocity to be in the range of 0.265 cm/ sec and 0.487 cm/ sec ± 0.0053-This compares quite well with the current measurements. Figure 4 shows the effects of the RP-1 micro-shaped jet charge on the aluminum target cylinder. The top view of the aluminum block show the jet entry hole, surrounded by a significant (un-quantified) amount of debris scatter from detonation of the RP-1. This debris certainly could include both shrapnel from the brass case and material losses due to break-up of the copper jet. Such losses in the jet material can negatively impact the overall penetration depth.
The inset on the right of Fig. 4 shows the cross-section of a core taken from the aluminum target that exposes the hole created by the jet. The baseline experiment resulted in a penetration depth of 2.54cm, corresponding to approximately 3.3LD (or equivalently 2.5CD). The observed penetration bore hole is not perfectly axisymmetric when viewed on a the scale of the hole diameter and the deviations from axisymmetry is likely due to jet formation properties and instabilities that influence the meandering path of the bore hole in the aluminum witness plate. Hence, this validation experiment with its 3-D features will make validation of a simplified 2D axisymmetric computational model quite challenging. However, when viewed on a coarser scale, the experiment generated three simple measurable metrics for comparison against simulation, an approximate jet tip velocity just before target entry for a fixed standoff distance, a hole penetration depth for a defined target material, and evidence of significant debris scatter. In the next section, we describe the modeling choices we made to carry out the 2D simulations of the baseline experiment with ALE3D as well as the obtained results.
Simulation

ALE3D material models and meshing
The multiphysics software, ALE3D [3] , is used to perform these simulations and consists of several physics modules, including hydrodynamics and thermal transport. The mathematical formulation is based on an Operator-Split method and invokes an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach in 3-D/2-D configuration. The governing equations are discretized using a hybrid finite-element/finite-volume method (FEM/FVM) approach. Velocities are node-centered variables with bi-linear basis functions for 2-D cases, respectively. The density, pressure, and internal energy are zonecentered quantities with piecewise constant basis functions. A zone is defined as a cell on a discretized mesh. The governing equations are integrated in time using on a leap-frog method which is second-order accurate. A variety of equations of state (EOS) and material constitutive strength models are available in ALE3D. Examples for EOS models include the -law for ideal gases, and JWL, while one example of strength model is the Mie-Gruneisen. Further details are available in the model. Von-Neumann & Richtmyer [4] provided the initial formulation which was found to produce the correct amount of dissipation in shock-capturing schemes. The reason for applying an artificial viscosity model rather than a physical one is due to mesh requirements. Typically, length-scale for capturing real viscosity is of the order of few molecular mean free paths (typically a few hundred angstroms). However, typical mesh sizes are in the mm or cm range, hence, such small dissipative length-scales are usually subgrid, and, have no effects on the computations. The practical effect of an artificial viscosity is reduced to pressure-like quantity usually called Q. The artificial dissipation term is computed using a scalar monotonic Q [5] .
The following materials model specifications are used for the present simulations. For the copper liner, an oxygen-free copper (OFC) model [6] was used. The brass sleeve was modeled with a simple Mie-Gruneisen UP-US Equation-Of-State (EOS) form. The low density PETN was modeled for an initial density of 0.88 g/cm 3 , by the Lund program burn algorithm that employed standard set of JWL constants, that corresponded to a Chapmana CJ pressure of 6.03 GPa. The plastic header consists of Lexan, with its properties determined from [6] . The target plate is made of Aluminum with a backing steel plate. TABLE 1 summarizes the properties and EOS of the various materials using for the micro shaped-charge. A schematic of the computational domain used for the current simulation of the RP-1 configuration with the Aluminum target plate and Steel backing plate is presented in Fig. 5 . A close-up view is shown in Fig 5(b) to highlight the key features of the millimeter-sized shaped charge. The stand-off distance is approximately 2.6 cm, corresponding to 3.5 diameter of the Copper liner. The following boundary conditions are imposed: a solid wall on the right boundary, and non-reflective outflow condition on the left boundary, with symmetric conditions on the top and bottom boundaries. Atmospheric conditions are chosen for the pressure and temperature fields (p=1atm and T=298K). 2-D axisymmetric simulations are performed on the micro-shaped charge configuration with a mesh resolution of 2.15M cells. This corresponds to an initial grid size of 0.01cm or 100 cells per cm before the advection starts. We performed these 2D axisymmetric simulations till the time the jet created by the shaped-charge is about to penetrate the aluminium witness plate. At this time, we map the jet configuration into a cylindrical configuration whose length and radius correspond to the one we obtained. The jet length and radius are set to 1cm and 0.02cm, respectively. The initial jet speed varies linearly from 0.5cm/ s near the front to 0.3cm/ s near the back end. Again these values have been obtained from the full system simulation, that will be discussed in the next section. The domain size has been significantly reduced to focus on the penetration dynamics of the cylindrical jet. Fig. 6 shows a schematic of the computational domain for the second set of high-resolution simulation. A uniform mesh is used in the cylindrical charge with size of 0.002cm, so the cylindrical jet is represented with 500x10 zones. Further, the uniform mesh extends up to 15 jet radii in the radial direction. Hence the total mesh resolution for this problem is 0.7M cells.
Two-dimensional axisymmetric hydrodynamic simulations were also performed by Sheffler et al.
[8] using CTH for the full RP1 SC EBW configuration. The mesh resolution consists of 650x6600 cells (4.29M). The copper liner is modelled with the Johnson-Cook constitutive model along the Mie-Gruneisen EOS available in the CTH library. The results show that the jet particulates early and they computed a jet tip velocity of 0.33cm of 0.265 cm/ sec and 0.487 cm/ sec ± 0.0053-Unfortunately, they have not assessed the penetration properties of the RP-1 SC EBW detonator in any of their experimental and computational study. Figure 7 presents the contours of the speed with the material boundary at two representative time instances, before the jet impacts the aluminum plate. The conical-shaped copper liner has now been transformed to a pencil shaped configuration with a mushroom head. The peak velocity at the jet tip is 0.425cm/ s. This compares favorably with the experimental measurements (discussed in Section 3) of 0.49 cm/ s ± 0.05 cm/ s. Also observed is the significant expansion of the PETN HE material. Figure 8 isolates the jet material made of copper and plots the velocity magnitude in the shaped-charge. Here it is clearly seen the mushroom shaped jet tip due to the reverse velocity gradient. In the second phase of the computational effort, we performed high-resolution 2D simulations on an isolated cylindrical copper jet. The velocity gradient ranges from 0.5cm/ s at the tip to 0.25cm/ s at the tail. These values were chosen to emulate a typical experimental jet. We will be evaluating the effect of velocity gradient at a later stage. The jet is located at the target plate for a zero SO distance to emulate the penetration dynamics. Figure 9 plots the isolated cylindrical copper-based jet (colored by its velocity) along with the target plate as the jet penetrates the target plate. Several time instances have been plotted, highlighting how the copper material is eroded away through the penetration process. The penetration depth reaches its final value of 2.35LD (1.8cm) around 10 s. The experimental measurement has determined a value of 2.54cm. The simplified analysis by Walter & Zukas [7] gives the following closed form formula for the penetration depth:
Key observation from simulations
, where L cyl is the initial cylinder length of 1cm. This corresponds to a penetration depth of 2.37 LD (or -form solution; while it under-estimates the experimental data by nearly 30%. 
Summary Discussion
The current effort we set and executed in this paper, was to identify a very specific micro-shaped charge device and simulate its configuration with state-of-theembodied in ALE3D. Since we carefully matched the dimensions, the initial energy content, density and products EOS of the PETN charge, and the density and geometry of the copper liner, we were able to get an excellent match of the initial jet tip velocity to within experimental error. Aspects of the penetration event were modeled partially. The penetration depth was computed within 30% of the experimental measurements when an isolated cylindrical jet was used. It should be noted that when the full system micro-SC device is modeled, the penetration depth is significantly overestimated due to the low mesh resolution and missing key physics in the copper liner evolution. Few explanations can be extracted from such observations: (i) loss of symmetry in the jet; (ii) target material is not well modeled; (ii) or that the simulation is not resolved for such high-strain rate processes. Yet another explanation is that the liner model and domain of the deforming copper is not well resolved. Further, the high-strain rate materials models may be inadequate. We made no attempt to investigate these possibilities in the current study. This points to the need for extensive parametric and sensitivity analyses and even closer matching models to materials than what we considered here. The simulations show an approximate match to the experiment but not a highly accurate prediction. One can conclude that the basic phenomenology of the compressive confinement and shaping of the jet is preserved and is the same for the micro-shaped charge jets as those carried out for larger shaped charge. One would expect to be able to analyze even smaller shaped charge with the same basic well-tested ingredients. More precise matching of simulation to predict experiment at the smaller scale will require a much larger and extensive study.
